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Abstract
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is a long-
standing problem in natural language process-
ing. One significant challenge in supervised
all-words WSD is to classify among senses
for a majority of words that lie in the long-
tail distribution. For instance, 84% of the an-
notated words have less than 10 examples in
the SemCor training data. This issue is more
pronounced as the imbalance occurs in both
word and sense distributions. In this work,
we propose MetricWSD, a non-parametric
few-shot learning approach to mitigate this
data imbalance issue. By learning to com-
pute distances among the senses of a given
word through episodic training, MetricWSD
transfers knowledge (a learned metric space)
from high-frequency words to infrequent ones.
MetricWSD constructs the training episodes
tailored to word frequencies and explicitly
addresses the problem of the skewed distri-
bution, as opposed to mixing all the words
trained with parametric models in previous
work. Without resorting to any lexical re-
sources, MetricWSD obtains strong perfor-
mance against parametric alternatives, achiev-
ing a 75.1 F1 score on the unified WSD evalu-
ation benchmark (Raganato et al., 2017b). Our
analysis further validates that infrequent words
and senses enjoy significant improvement.1

1 Introduction

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) (Navigli, 2009)
is a widely studied problem that aims to assign
words in text to their correct senses. Despite ad-
vances over the years, a major challenge remains to
be the naturally present data imbalance issue. Mod-
els suffer from extreme data imbalance, rendering
learning the long-tail examples a major focus. In
the English all-words WSD task (Raganato et al.,
2017b), 84% of the annotated words2 have less

1Our code is publicly available at: https://github.
com/princeton-nlp/metric-wsd.

2Here we use “word” for simplicity. In WSD datasets, a
word is a combination of its stem and part-of-speech tag.
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Figure 1: Top: the long-tail distribution of words in the
training data (SemCor). Bottom: percentage of exam-
ples whose target senses are the most frequent sense
for a given word (only words with ≥ 10 examples are
considered). All single-sense words are excluded.

than 10 occurrences in the training data and the
most frequent sense (MFS) accounts for a large
portion of the examples, resulting in a 65.2 test F1
score by simply predicting MFS (Figure 1).

Recent approaches tackle this problem by resort-
ing to extra sense information such as gloss (sense
definition) and semantic relations to mitigate the
issue of rare words and senses (Luo et al., 2018b,a;
Kumar et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019; Blevins and
Zettlemoyer, 2020; Bevilacqua and Navigli, 2020).
However, most work sticks to the parametric mod-
els that share parameters between words and adopts
standard supervised learning mixing all the words
of different frequencies. We argue that this accus-
tomed paradigm exposes a missing opportunity to
explicitly address the data imbalance issue.

In this work, we propose MetricWSD, a simple
non-parametric model coupled with episodic train-
ing to solve the long-tail problem, drawing inspira-
tion from few-shot learning methods such as Proto-
typical Networks (Snell et al., 2017). Given a word,
the model represents its senses by encoding a sam-
pled subset (support set) of the training data and
learns a distance metric between these sense repre-

https://github.com/princeton-nlp/metric-wsd
https://github.com/princeton-nlp/metric-wsd
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sentations and the representations from the remain-
ing subset (query set). This lightens the load for a
model by learning an effective metric space instead
of learning a sense representation from scratch. By
sharing only the parameters in the text encoder, the
model will trickle the knowledge of the learned
metric space down from high-frequency words to
infrequent ones. We devise a sampling strategy
that takes word and sense frequency into account
and constructs support and query sets accordingly.
In combination, this non-parametric approach nat-
urally fits in the imbalanced few-shot problems,
which is a more realistic setting when learning from
a skewed data distribution as in WSD.

We evaluate MetricWSD on the unified WSD
evaluation benchmark (Raganato et al., 2017b),
achieving a 75.1% test F1 and outperforming para-
metric baselines using only the annotated sense su-
pervision. A further breakdown analysis shows that
the non-parametric model outperforms the paramet-
ric counterparts in low-frequency words and senses,
validating the effectiveness of our approach.

2 Related Work

Word sense disambiguation has been studied exten-
sively as a core task in natural language processing.
Early work computes relatedness through concept-
gloss lexical overlap without supervision (Lesk,
1986; Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003). Later work
designs features to build word-specific classifiers
(word expert) (Zhong and Ng, 2010; Shen et al.,
2013; Iacobacci et al., 2016). All-words WSD uni-
fies the datasets and training corpora by collecting
large scale annotations (Raganato et al., 2017b),
which becomes the standard testbed for the WSD
task. However, due to the naturally present long-
tail annotation, word expert approaches fall short
in utilizing information across different words.

Recent supervised neural approaches prevail
word-independent classifiers by more effective sen-
tence feature extraction and achieve higher per-
formance (Kågebäck and Salomonsson, 2016; Ra-
ganato et al., 2017a). Approaches that use large pre-
trained language models (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin
et al., 2019) further boost the performance (Hadi-
winoto et al., 2019). Recent work turns to incorpo-
rate gloss information (Luo et al., 2018b,a; Huang
et al., 2019; Loureiro and Jorge, 2019; Blevins and
Zettlemoyer, 2020). Other work explores more lex-
ical resources such as knowledge graph structures
(Kumar et al., 2019; Bevilacqua and Navigli, 2020;

Scarlini et al., 2020b,a). All the above approaches
mix words in the dataset and are trained under a
standard supervised learning paradigm. Another
close work to ours is Holla et al. (2020), which con-
verts WSD into an N -way, K-shot few-shot learn-
ing problem and explores a range of meta-learning
algorithms. This setup assumes disjoint sets of
words between meta-training and meta-testing and
deviates from the standard WSD setting.

3 Method

3.1 Task Definition
Given an input sentence x = x1, x2, . . . , xn, the
goal of the all-words WSD task is to assign a sense
yi for every word xi, where yi ∈ Sxi ⊂ S for
a given sense inventory such as the WordNet. In
practice, not all the words in a sentence are anno-
tated, and only a subset of positions are identified
I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} to be disambiguated. The goal
is to predict yi for i ∈ I.

We regard all the instances of a word w ∈ W
as a classification task Tw, since only the instances
of word w share the output label set Sw. We de-
fine input x̄ = (x, t) where x is an input sen-
tence, and 1 ≤ t ≤ n is the position of the tar-
get word and the output is yt for xt. A WSD
system is a function f such that y = f(x̄). Our
method groups the training instances by word w:
A(w) = {(x̄(i), y(i)) : x

(i)

t(i)
= w}N (w)

i=1 where
N (w) is the number of training instances for Tw.
It allows for word-based sampling as opposed to
mixing all words in standard supervised training.

3.2 Episodic Sampling

We construct episodes by words with a tailored
sampling strategy to account for the data imbal-
ance issue. In each episode, all examples A(w)
of a word w are split into a support set S(w) con-
taining J distinct senses and a query set Q(w) by
a predefined ratio r (splitting r% into the support
set). When the support set is smaller than a pre-
defined size K, we use the sets as they are. This
split maintains the original sense distribution of the
infrequent words as they will be used fully as sup-
port instances during inference. On the other hand,
frequent words normally have abundant examples
to form the support set. To mimic the few-shot
behavior, we sample a balanced number of exam-
ples per sense in the support set for frequent words
(referred to as the Pb strategy). We also compare
to the strategy where the examples of all senses of
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Algorithm 1 Episodic Sampling
1: K: maximum sample number for support set
2: r: support to query splitting ratio
3: P : sampling strategy ∈ {Pb, Pu}
4: Initialize empty dataset D = ∅
5: for all w ∈ W do
6: Retrieve A(w) and randomly split A(w) into S̃(w)

and Q̃(w) with a ratio r.
7: if |S̃(w)| ≤ K then
8: S(w)← S̃(w);Q(w)← Q̃(w)
9: else

10: J ← # of senses in S̃(w)
11: S̃j(w)← examples of sense j in S̃(w)
12: for k = 1 . . . |S̃(w)| do
13: j ← the sense of k-th example

14: αk ←

{
1

|S̃j(w)|×J
, if P = Pb (balanced)

1

|S̃(w)| , if P = Pu (uniform)

15: S(w)← RANDCHOICE(S̃(w),K, α)
16: Q(w)← Q̃(w) ∪ (S̃(w) \ S(w))
17: D ← D ∪ {S(w),Q(w)}
18: return D

the word are uniformly sampled (referred to as the
Pu strategy). We present the complete sampling
strategy in Algorithm 1.

3.3 Learning Distance Metric
We use BERT-base (uncased) (Devlin et al., 2019)
as the context encoder. We follow Blevins and
Zettlemoyer (2020) closely and denote context en-
coding as fθ(x̄) = BERT(x)[t] where the context
encoder is parameterized by θ. If a word xt is split
into multiple word pieces, we take the average of
their hidden representations. In each episode, the
model encodes the contexts in the support set S(w)
and the query setQ(w), where the encoded support
examples will be taken average and treated as the
sense representations (prototypes). For word w, the
prototype for sense j among the sampled J senses
is computed from the support examples:

cj =
1

|Sj(w)|
∑

(x̄,y)∈Sj(w)

fθ(x̄), (1)

where Sj(w) = {(x̄(i), y(i)) : y(i) = j}|Sj |
i=1 ⊂

S(w). We compute dot product3 as the scoring
function s(·, ·) between the prototypes and the
query representations to obtain the probability of
predicting sense j given an example (x̄′, y′):

p(y = j | x̄′) =
exp(s(cj , fθ(x̄

′))∑
k exp(s(ck, fθ(x̄′)))

. (2)

3We experiment with negative squared l2 distance as sug-
gested in Snell et al. (2017) as the scoring function and find
no improvement.

The loss is computed using negative log-likelihood
and is minimized through gradient descent. During
inference, we randomly sample min(IS , |Aj(w)|)
examples in the training set for sense j as the sup-
port set, where IS is a hyperparameter. We also
experimented with a cross-attention model which
learns a scoring function for every pair of instances,
similar to the BERT-pair model in Gao et al. (2019);
however, we didn’t find it to perform better than
the dual-encoder model.

3.4 Relation to Prototypical Networks

Our non-parametric approach is inspired and
closely related to Prototypical Networks (Snell
et al., 2017) with several key differences. First, in-
stead of using disjoint tasks (i.e., words in our case)
for training and testing, MetricWSD leverages the
training data to construct the support set during
inference. Second, we control how to sample the
support set using a tailored sampling strategy (ei-
ther balanced or uniform sense distribution). This
encourages learning an effective metric space from
frequent examples to lower-frequency ones, which
is different from adapting between disjoint tasks as
in the typical meta-learning setup.

4 Experiments
We evaluate our approach with the WSD frame-
work proposed by Raganato et al. (2017b). We train
our model on SemCor 3.0 and use SemEval-2007
(SE07) for development and the rest: Senseval-2
(SE02), Senseval-3 (SE03), SemEval-2013 (SE13),
and SemEval-2015 (SE15) for testing. Following
standard practice, we report performance on the
separate test sets, the concatenation of all test sets,
and the breakdown by part-of-speech tags. For all
the experiments, we use the BERT-base (uncased)
model as the text encoder.

Baselines We first compare to two simple base-
lines: WordNet S1 always predicts the first sense
and MFS always predicts the most frequent sense
in the training data. We compare our approach to
BERT-classifier: a linear classifier built on top of
BERT (all the weights are learned together). As op-
posed to our non-parametric approach, the BERT-
classifier has to learn the output weights from
scratch. We compare to another supervised base-
line using contextualized word representations that
extends the input context text with its surrounding
sentences in the SemCor dataset (Hadiwinoto et al.,
2019). We also compare to a non-parametric near-
est neighbor baseline BERT-kNN, which obtains
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Dev Test Datasets Concatenation of Test Datasets
Gloss? SE07 SE02 SE03 SE13 SE15 Nouns Verbs Adj. Adv. ALL

WordNet S1 7 55.2 66.8 66.2 63.0 67.8 67.6 50.3 74.3 80.9 65.2
Most frequent sense (MFS) 7 54.5 65.6 66.0 63.8 67.1 67.7 49.8 73.1 80.5 65.5
Bi-LSTM (Raganato et al., 2017a) 7 64.8 72.0 69.1 66.9 71.5 71.5 57.5 75.0 83.8 69.9
BERT-kNN 7 64.6 74.7 73.5 70.3 73.9 74.7 61.6 77.7 85.3 72.6
BERT-classifier 7 68.6 75.2 74.7 70.6 75.2 74.6 63.6 78.6 87.0 73.5
1sent (Hadiwinoto et al., 2019) 7 67.0 75.0 71.6 69.7 74.4 - - - - 72.7
1sent+1sur† (Hadiwinoto et al., 2019) 7 69.3 75.9 73.4 70.4 75.1 - - - - 73.7

MetricWSD (ours) 7 71.4 77.3 75.6 71.9 76.6 77.1 64.9 79.9 85.3 75.1

EWISE (Kumar et al., 2019) 3 67.3 73.8 71.1 69.4 74.5 74.0 60.2 78.0 82.1 71.8
GlossBERT (Huang et al., 2019) 3 72.5 77.7 75.2 76.1 80.4 79.8 67.1 79.6 87.4 77.0
EWISER (Bevilacqua and Navigli, 2020) 3 71.0 78.9 78.4 78.9 79.3 81.7 66.3 81.2 85.8 78.3
BEM (Blevins and Zettlemoyer, 2020) 3 74.5 79.4 77.4 79.7 81.7 81.4 68.5 83.0 87.9 79.0

Table 1: F1-scores for fine-grained all-words WSD task. We compare our non-parametric model against models
without access to gloss information. We take results from EWISER where only supervised data and gloss are used
but not WordNet examples. †: surrounding sentences are used as extra context. Our system uses the sampling
strategy in Algorithm 1 with K = 40, r = 0.4, IS = 30, P = Pb.
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Figure 2: Accuracy breakdown by word frequency and sense frequency on the test set.

sense representations by averaging BERT encoded
representations from training examples of the same
sense. It predicts the nearest neighbor of the in-
put among the sense representations. The BERT
weights are frozen which, different from our ap-
proach, does not learn the metric space. Models us-
ing only supervised WSD data fall back to predict-
ing the most frequent sense (MFS) when encoun-
tering unseen words. For reference, we also list the
results of recent state-of-the-art methods that in-
corporate gloss information including EWISE (Ku-
mar et al., 2019), EWISER (Bevilacqua and Nav-
igli, 2020), GlossBERT (Huang et al., 2019), and
BEM (Blevins and Zettlemoyer, 2020). More im-
plementation details are given in Appendix A.

Overall results Table 1 presents the overall re-
sults on the WSD datasets. Comparing against sys-
tems without using gloss information, MetricWSD
achieves strong performance against all baselines.
In particular, MetricWSD outperforms BERT-
classifier by 1.4 points and BERT-kNN by 2.5
points respectively in F1 score on the test set. Us-
ing gloss information boosts the performance by a

large margin especially for unseen words, where
systems without access to gloss can only default
to the first sense. We believe adding gloss has
the potential to enhance the performance for our
non-parametric approach and we leave it to future
work.

Performance on infrequent words and senses
The performance breakdown for words and senses
of different frequency groups is given in Figure 2.
The non-parametric methods (both MetricWSD
and BERT-kNN) are better at handling infrequent
words and senses. In particular, our approach out-
performs BERT-classifier 3.5% for the words with
≤ 10 occurrences and 6.6% for the senses with
≤ 10 occurrences. It demonstrates the effective-
ness of MetricWSD to handle scarce examples.

Ablation on sampling strategies We provide an
ablation study for the sampling strategy on the de-
velopment set. The system using the balanced
strategy (Pb) achieves a 71.4 F1 on the devel-
opment set and drops to 69.2 F1 when the uni-
form strategy (Pu) is used. Balancing the sampled
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word = note (v)word = note (v)word = note (v)word = note (v)

BERT-classifier

word = note (v)word = note (v)word = note (v)word = note (v)

MetricWSD

word = provide (v)word = provide (v)word = provide (v)word = provide (v)

BERT-classifier

word = provide (v)word = provide (v)word = provide (v)word = provide (v)

MetricWSD

Figure 3: t-SNE visualization of the learned representations fθ(x̄) for the examples of note (v) and provide (v) in
the SemCor dataset. It shows that MetricWSD is better than BERT-classifier in grouping different senses.

Context BERT-classifier prediction MetricWSD prediction
The art of change-ringing is peculiar to the En-
glish, and, like most English peculiarities, unin-
telligible to the rest of the world.

art%1:06:00:: (freq = 48) art%1:09:00:: (freq = 6)

the products of human creativity;
works of art collectively

a superior skill that you can learn by
study and practice and observation

Eyes that were clear, but also bring with a strange
intensity, a sort of cold fire burning behind him.

clear%3:00:00:: (freq = 45) clear%3:00:02:: (freq = 4)

readily apparent to the mind allowing light to pass through

And, according to reports from US broadcaster
CNBC, Citigroup is also planning to replay the
state support.

report%1:10:03:: (freq = 50) report%1:10:00:: (freq = 9)

a written document describing the
findings of some individual or group

a short account of the news

Table 2: Examples of contexts and model predictions. The bold italic words in the contexts are disambiguated by
BERT-classifier and MetricWSD. We present the predicted sense key, the corresponding sense definition, and the
sense frequency in the training set.

senses achieves significantly higher performance
than sampling with the uniform distribution and
this observation is consistent across different hyper-
parameter settings.

5 Analysis

Qualitative analysis Table 2 shows the exam-
ples which are correctly predicted by our method
but incorrectly predicted by BERT-classifier. We
see that MetricWSD is able to correctly predict the
sense art%1:09:00:: (a superior skill that you can
learn by study and practice and observation), which
has only 6 training examples. The BERT-classifier
model incorrectly predicts the sense art%1:06:00::
(the products of human creativity; works of art col-
lectively) that has many more training examples.

Visualization of learned representations We
conduct a qualitative inspection of the learned rep-
resentations for the BERT-classifier model and
MetricWSD. Figure 3 shows the encoded rep-
resentations of all 105 examples in the SemCor
dataset of the word note (with part-of-speech tag
v). We see that the BERT-classifier model fails
to learn distinct grouping of the senses while
MetricWSD forms clear clusters. Note that even
for the sense (red) with only few examples, our

method is able to learn representations that are
meaningfully grouped. Similarly, MetricWSD sep-
arates senses more clearly than BERT-classifier for
the word provide (with part-of-speech tag v, espe-
cially on the rare sense (pink).

6 Conclusion
In this work, we introduce MetricWSD, a few-shot
non-parametric approach for solving the data imbal-
ance issue in word sense disambiguation. Through
learning the metric space and episodic training, the
model learns to transfer knowledge from frequent
words to infrequent ones. MetricWSD outperforms
previous methods only using the standard annotated
sense supervision and shows significant improve-
ments on low-frequency words and senses. In the
future, we plan to incorporate lexical information
to further close the performance gap.
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Ethical Considerations

We identify areas where the WSD applications and
our proposed approach will impact or benefit users.
WSD systems are often used as an assistive sub-
module for other downstream tasks, rendering the
risk of misuse less pronounced. However, it might
still exhibit risk when biased data incurs erroneous
disambiguation. For example, the word “shoot”
might have a higher chance to be interpreted as
a harmful action among other possible meanings
when the context contains certain racial or ethnic
groups that are biasedly presented in training data.
Our proposed method does not directly address this
issue. Nonetheless, we identify the opportunity for
our approach to alleviate the risk by providing an
easier way to inspect and remove biased prototypes
instead of making prediction using learned output
weights that are hard to attribute system’s biased be-
havior. We hope future work extends the approach
and tackles the above problem more explicitly.
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A Appendix

Implementation Details
When constructing support and query sets, we skip
words that contain only one sense or words that
have only one example per sense since they cannot
be split into meaningful support and query sets
(e.g., only two senses and one example each for a
word). During inference, all the aforementioned
examples are used as supports.

For BERT-classifier, all parameters are fine-
tuned during supervised training. We use batch size
of 4 sentences, and runs for 20 epochs. Our non-
parametric model constructs an episode for each
word type, accumulate gradients for 5 episodes
before performing gradient update, runs for 100
epochs. All models use the AdamW optimizer with
learning rate 1e-5.


